
APPENDIX C 
NORTH CAROLINA CIRCUIT SHOOT  

RULES AND GUIDELINES 

January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020 

2020 NC CIRCUIT SHOOT DATES AND LOCATIONS 

SPRING SERIES  FALL SERIES 

February 22nd  The Fork  June 20th Rose Hill 

March 7th Shane’s  July 25th Ashe County 

April 4th Kidd’s Place  August 8th Deep River 

April 18th DeWitt’s  September 26th Drakes Landing 

May 16th Hunting Creek  October 17th Hunter’s Pointe 

GENERAL RULES 

1. A Circuit Shoot Committee will be appointed by the Association and will be responsible for 
overall management and accounting. One year terms for these committee members.  The 
2020 Committee members are the current Board of Directors with Don Molina serving as 
the chair. 

2. There are (10) circuit shoots planned in 2020.  The 2020 Circuit shoot season will be 
broken into 2 halves with (5) shoots in the SPRING SERIES and (5) shoots in the 
FALL SERIES.  There will be a separate payout at the conclusion of each series. Circuit 
Shoot points will be awarded to shooters for each circuit shoot based on the NC Circuit 
Shoot point system. The top 4 scores (out of 5 circuit shoots) will be used to calculate the 
point total for each shooter. A shooter who shoots in all 5 circuit shoots in a particular 
series will be awarded an additional 25 bonus points that will be added to his circuit shoot 
point total for that series. 

3. A club in good standing with the SCANC be eligible to host a circuit shoot and will be 
placed in the Circuit Shoot rotation. A club may host 1 Circuit Shoot per calendar year. 

4. In European Rotation format, the cutoff time for Circuit Shoot entrees at each 
tournament will be 1:30pm. (This means on the course by 1:30PM – the 3-man rule or 
trapper rule still applies).* 



At the discretion of the range owners, squadding of the shooters will be permitted.  
Squadding rules per 2019 NSCA Rulebook, Chapter VII, Section D, Paragraph b. (page 
43). 

However, for any range expecting 80 or more shooters, we strongly recommend 
squadding the event.   

a. Squadding—at the discretion of the Shoot Officials, groups of three (3) to six (6) 
shooters will be formed to proceed from field-to-field in a fixed sequence. Unless 
specified by Shoot Officials, squads may shoot in any order of rotation selected by 
the shooters and may change the rotation from field to field. 

1) In squadding sequence, squads will be assigned a start time and it is the 
responsibility of each shooter to be ready on time, or within 5 minutes of that 
time. 

2) Time—Shots not attempted by the “shoot end time” (European Rotation), or 
shots not attempted by the shooter joining his squad after they have begun 
(squadding), will be scored as LOST. 

 The Shoot Officials shall have the right to provide for make-up targets if 
sufficient justification can be presented. Make-up targets are provided solely at 
the discretion of the Shoot Officials. 

*If a range owner chooses to use the squadding format, the 1:30 rule does not apply. 

5. The Circuit Shoot Tournaments are designed to be main events the day of the 
tournaments. If a separate event is offered by the club, the second shoot must be on a 
separate course OR targets must be thrown using a separate and substantively different 
shoot menu.  

a. If, at a range that has only 1 course, the club offers a second “fun” shoot, the 
shooter must shoot the circuit shoot 1st, if he plans to shoot both events. This 
does mean that both shoots can be run simultaneously. 

6. Any disputes or protest at any circuit shoot must be presented to the Circuit Shoot 
Committee Chair in writing within 24 hours of the 1:30 pm cutoff time to be considered. 
(An email will satisfy this requirement) 

SQUADDING & SCORING 

1. Squads must consist of AT LEAST 3 circuit shooters. If less than 3 shooters are in a squad, 
the squad MUST BE accompanied by an eligible trapper / scorer will be required. That 
trapper / Scorer may be provided by the club or it may be another competitor in the circuit 
shoot. 

2. Spectators are not allowed to keep scores; all scoring must be done by a shooter competing 
in the circuit shoot on the squad or by a host club’s trapper.  

3. Shooters are responsible for following all NSCA and NC Circuit Shoot rules. Any shooter 
who does not follow the NC Circuit Shoot rules or NSCA rules is subject to being disqualified 



from that Circuit Shoot and the shooter will lose their Circuit Shoot points for that event. The 
shooters NSCA score and any punches earned will still be counted and reported to the 
NSCA. 

4. For 2020, Circuit Shoot scoring will be maintained by the Circuit Shoot Chairman and will 
be uploaded to the Circuit Shoot Information page on the Association Website.  

HOST CLUB RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. Each circuit shoot will be a 100-target event 

2. The Circuit Shoot Course must be a minimum of 12 stations.  

3. A Practice field will be available at each shoot.  

4. Clubs that wish to provide lunch for shooters may do so at an additional cost to the 
shooters  

5. There will not be any trophies or medals unless host clubs chooses to award such. 

AWARDS & RECOGNITION 

1. Classes recognized: M-E and Hunters 

2. Hunter Class shooters will not be eligible for a share of the end-of-series prize fund. 

3. Target fees will be sent to: SCANC and NSCA 

4. The end-of-series prize fund will be paid out to top 12 shooters at the end of each Circuit 
Shoot series within 30 days of the final shoot. 

5. Clubs will offer ten dollars ($10) Back-to-Class as an option only.  Additionally, 
individual clubs, may offer other options such as the Shell Game and Lewis Class, 
etc. 

6. Clubs will pay the BTC monies to winners. Clubs should send all end-of-series money to 
Sporting Clay Association of North Carolina treasurer along with target fees. 

EVENT ENTRY FEE – $70 

Breakdown  

1. Host Club .........................................  .............................................................. $55 

2. End-of-series ....................................  .............................................................. $  8 

3. Target Fees ......................................  .............................................................. $  7 

TOTAL  $70 

  



YOUTH (18 &UNDER) 

For purposes of this section, a youth shooter will be considered any NSCA REGISTERED shooter 
who is a Junior or Sub Junior concurrent. 

For 2020, a trophy will be presented to the high junior and sub-junior shooter in each series, 
furnished by SCANC.  No youth discounts will be offered. 

POINT SYSTEM 

Circuit Shoot points will be assigned to shooters based on how they finish IN THEIR CLASS. The 
scoring system continues to place an emphasis on high finishes within each class, but not to be 
as punitive for a lower place finish at any given shoot. With the compressed shoot schedule (5 
shoots per series) the point system could not provide for a shooter to drop more than one low 
score. This modified point system was considered a necessary compromise.  

  1st place earns .............. 100 Points 

  2nd place earns .............. 90 Points 

  3rd place earns .............. 80 Points 

  4th place earns .............. 70 Points 

  5th place earns .............. 65 Points 

  6th place earns .............. 60 Points 

  7th place earns .............. 55 Points 

  8th place earns .............. 50 Points 

  9th place earns .............. 45 Points 

10th place earns .............. 40 Points 

11th place earns .............. 35 Points 

12th place earns .............. 30 Points 

*All shooters who finish below 12th place will receive 25 circuit shoot points. 

TIES 

All ties in class will get same points.  Example: 3-way tie for 2nd place: 

• 1st place shooter will get 100 points 

• The next 3 that are tied with the 2nd high score will get 90 points each 



• The next high score – which is 5th place in this example – will get 65 points, next 60, etc. 

 

PAYOUTS 

1) Shoot Payout (the payout model for each individual circuit shoot) 

Total Class purse for each circuit shoot = $10 X number of shooters in each class. 

Total Back-to-Class payout: 1st = 60%; 2nd = 40% 

Example, If there are 6 shooters in a class, the purse for that class = 6 X $10 
or $60. The payback for this example would be for 60% or $36 to 1st place 
and 40% or $24 to 2nd place. 

2) End-of Series Payout (the payout model for the combined circuit shoot points) 

Total End-of-Year Purse will be determined as follows: 

SPRING SERIES = $1,000 (Association allocated) + $8 per shooter per 
event 

FALL SERIES = $1,000 (Association allocated) + $8 per shooter per 
event 

End-of-Year Payout will be determined as follows OR 

  1st place  = 15%  

  2nd place = 12% 

  3rd place = 10% 

  4th place = 9% 

  5th place = 8.5% 

  6th place = 8% 

  7th place = 7.5%  

  8th place = 7% 

  9th place = 6.5%  

10th place = 6% 

11th place = 5.5% 

12th place = 5% 

 



SETTLING TIES FOR END-OF SERIES POINTS 

If, at the end of a circuit series, there is a tie for total circuit shoot points, the prize money for 
however many places that are tied will be added together and divided equally between all 
shooters who are tied. For example, suppose that at the end of the Spring Series there is a 3-way 
tie third place. In this example, the 3rd, 4th and 5th place percentages will be added together and 
divided 3 ways and each shooter will get an equal share. In this example, the next highest point 
total will receive 6th place money (assuming no ties for 6th place). 

 


